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Abstract

This paper describes PayCash, an Internet payment system that was designed to offer strong security and privacy

protection. This system is based on the concept of electronic cash, extended to support a flexible anonymity policy

so as to accommodate privacy and security laws that differ from nation to nation. PayCash includes novel techniques

to generate trustworthy records of all transactions, making it possible to detect many forms of fraud. This system also

allows users to send a variable number of ‘‘electronic coins’’ in a single message, so both large and small amounts of

money can be transferred efficiently.
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1. Introduction

Despite the many inherent security risks of the
Internet, it has become an essential tool for com-

merce and financial services. This has created a tre-

mendous need for secure and efficient payment

systems that can operate over unsecure networks.

Today�s payment systems routinely undermine

the security and privacy of their users. Moreover,

many consumers are unable to perform transac-

tions over the Internet at all because they lack ac-
cess to computer technology, suitable financial

instruments, or both. This paper describes Cypher-

mint�s novel and effective new payment system

called PayCash, which has quickly emerged as

the leading Internet payment system in five nations

of eastern Europe, and has begun expansion to top

e-commerce merchants in the US [4]. Its uses in-

clude business-to-consumer electronic commerce,
peer-to-peer funds transfers among consumers

and among businesses, and transfers from one

agent of a licensed international funds transfer

company to another.
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PayCash uses novel algorithms to advance tra-

ditional objectives of Internet payment system de-

sign, such as security, privacy, and efficiency.

More specifically, this system creates verifiable re-

cords of all transactions that cannot be forged or
undetectably altered by the party sending funds,

the party receiving funds, or even by the operator

of the payment system. Such records are essential

to protect all parties from many forms of fraud

[10,11]. Moreover, this is accomplished without

sacrificing privacy of either sender or receiver,

and without imposing a heavy processing burden

on the payment system�s servers. However, ad-
vancing these traditional objectives is not enough.

An effective payment system must be consistent

with laws and policies of all nations where it oper-

ates, which requires that some flexibility on issues

of privacy and security be built into the

technology. Not only do the laws vary from na-

tion to nation, but in the US, policies have chan-

ged to address new security concerns in the wake
of the September 11, 2001 attacks. The PayCash

design has evolved accordingly.

Section 2 briefly addresses the state of payment

systems today. Section 3 discusses the design ob-

jectives for a new payment system. Section 4 pre-

sents an overview of the electronic cash approach

originally proposed by Chaum [2]. Section 5 pre-

sents Paycash, which builds on the electronic cash
concept, with significant extensions to achieve the

design objectives from Section 3. Finally, the paper

is summarized in Section 6.

2. The status quo

Today, many financial transactions use mecha-
nisms that offer little security or privacy protec-

tion, such as credit cards or simple password

schemes. Most on-line purchases use credit cards.

In the process, consumers often reveal credit card

numbers and personal information to unknown

merchants, and often to anybody who cares en-

ough to watch the traffic pass from consumer to

merchant over the Internet or through an exposed
wireless connection. Anyone observing credit card

information can use it to make additional pur-

chases. It is no wonder that fraud and identity

theft are rising at a tremendous rate [5]. Even if

they are not victims of fraud or theft, consumers

who reveal personal information compromise

their own privacy, and may be rewarded with

an avalanche of spam and telemarketer calls. In
addition, many banks, merchants, and payment

systems allow their customers to log in over the

Internet to access personal information and initi-

ate financial transactions. Such sites are often

‘‘protected’’ with passwords. Thieves can access

a significant fraction of these sites using pass-

word-guessing software that is readily available

over the Internet.
Security problems aside, many consumers can-

not enjoy the e-commerce opportunities because

they have no credit cards. Transaction costs are al-

so an issue. For example, the market for inexpen-

sive digital products, such as individual magazine

articles or digitized songs, has been slow to emerge

in part because the cost of transferring a payment

can exceed the cost of the product itself. Interna-
tional funds transfers are particularly expensive,

as anyone who has made a wire transfer knows.

Most international money transfer companies

have not yet reaped the benefits of secure Internet

payment systems.

3. Design goals for an effective payment system

To protect security and privacy, PayCash was

designed to achieve the following:

� Tamper-proof records. As described in Section

1, every financial transaction must produce a re-

cord that cannot be undetectably altered by

sender, receiver, or operators of the payment
system. In Paycash, digitally signed records

are a byproduct of transactions, so trust among

these parties is not required.

� Privacy protection. To protect privacy and

combat identity theft in e-commerce, consum-

ers must be able to send funds without reveal-

ing any personal information to the recipient,

and receive funds without revealing informa-
tion (other than an account number) to the

sender. They reveal only what they choose to

reveal.
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